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The Maximum Operating Backlight (MOBL) Series of backlights have the highest light output of any backlight series 
in the Smart Vision Lights line up. The MOBL Series offers a built in driver with PNP or NPN strobe options for 
overdrive applications. Larger 45mm extrusion allows for greater heat dissipation due to the additional intensity 

MOBL Backlights are Area Lit 

Each MOBL has LEDs placed to dispense an even light flow throughout the lighted surface area. 

 

MOBL series HIGH OUTPUT: High Power Backlights for the machine vision industry 
The MOBL series of LED Backlights provide high output diffuse light. Lights are specifically engineered for high 

speed packaging and bottling lines. The MOBL is an area lit light using large die high power LED’s. Frame is 45mm 

industrial aluminum profile. Aluminum housing is engineered to maximize heat dissipation of LED’s. Standard T-slot 

channel is used on light for ease of mounting. 



MOBL Backlight sizes available in custom or standard sizes. 

 

ODMOBL series ULTRA-HIGH INTENSITY: Extreme Power 
Backlights 
The ODMOBL series of LED Backlights are ultra-high intensity diffuse light. The ODMOBL is an area lit light using 
large die high power LED’s and is strobe only for "extreme output". 

Frame is 45mm industrial aluminum profile. Aluminum housing is engineered to maximize heat dissipation of LED’s. 
Standard T-slot channel is used on light for ease of mounting. 

Patterned Area Lighting™ 
Patterned Area Lighting™ (PAL) is designed to help simplify inspecting specular surface inspection by 

combining 2D and 3D qualitative methods into one image. PAL lighting features patterns printed directly 

on the lens, allowing users to quickly and easily detect defects that are nearly impossible to discover 

otherwise. PAL lighting is best used for phase measuring deflectometry applications, such as looking for 

chips, dents, scratches, scruffs, and even peeling paint. PAL patterns can be printed on the MOBL and 

ODMOBL 

   

 

 

 

Contact Uniforce Sales and Engineering  Today. 

 (510) 657 – 4000 

Uniforce Sales and Engineering specializes in image acquisition, image processing, video recording 

hardware and software, components, and systems.  Our mission is to provide a well-integrated, cost-

effective, state of the art imaging solution for each client. We provide the newest imaging components 

available, as well as fully integrated systems and subsystems. For over 34 years, Uniforce has provided cost 

effective, highly reliable imaging systems and solutions to military, semiconductor, medical, biotech, 

aerospace, manufacturing, scientific, and broadcasting industries amongst others.

 

https://smartvisionlights.com/patterned-area-lighting
https://smartvisionlights.com/blog/phase-measuring-deflectometry-for-machine-vision/

